Recommendations for the design of strategic transformative processes

- Requirement of an encompassing strategy process
- Cross-sectional issues should be identified in the first
- Using long term visions and objectives is crucial
- The complexity of these processes must be assessed realistically
- support experiments
Designing transformative processes – Options and choices

visions only ← visions and implementation

disciplinary ← interdisciplinary

theoretical ← practical, transdisciplinary

rigid framework ← experiments

few resources ← fine resources

collecting transformative knowledge & skills
Ideas for sustainable development strategies - content

- Need to discuss long-term visions and concrete scenarios
- Need to identify transformative issues
- Need to identify dynamic areas
- Need to focus on government, management and governance mechanisms
- Need of management rules which allow to capture goals etc. across department boundaries and legislative periods
- Need for re-evaluation of existing instruments (to reach societal actors)
- Need to create designs for „open spaces“